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MuseLetter #299 / April 2017 by Richard Heinberg
This month's MuseLetter leads with a piece examining the Trump Presidency's
assault on the administrative state. A second essay explores the arguments for
helping forests migrate in response to climate change.

Goodbye Administrative State, Hello Community
Resilience
White House strategist Steve Bannon’s project for the “deconstruction of the
administrative state” appears to be out of the starting blocks and well on its way
toward a glorious victory lap. Using executive orders and other directives,
President Trump has so far:
Curbed several of President Obama’s climate regulations, notably the Clean
Power Plan to move America away from coal dependency.
Ordered a review of tougher U.S. vehicle fuel-efficiency standards put in
place by the previous administration.
Directed the Treasury secretary to review the 2010 Dodd-Frank financial
regulatory law.
Instructed the Labor Department to delay implementing an Obama rule
requiring financial professionals who are giving advice on retirement—and
who charge commissions—to put their client’s interests first.
Instructed agencies that for every new regulation introduced, two existing
ones need to be abolished.
Required every agency to establish a Regulatory Reform Task Force to
evaluate regulations and recommend rules for repeal or modification.
Revived the Keystone XL and Dakota Access pipelines.
Imposed a hiring freeze for federal government workers (excluding the
military) as a way to shrink the size of government.
Directed federal agencies to ease the “regulatory burdens” of Obamacare.
But that’s not all. The president has nominated officials who clearly intend to gut
the agencies over which they will preside (notably Betsy DeVos at the Department
of Education, Scott Pruitt at EPA, Alexander Acosta at Labor, and Rick Perry at
Energy). And he has submitted a proposed budget that would dramatically cut
funding for every department other than the military. Environmental, worker,
financial, and consumer regulations are about to disappear by the batch, bale,
and bushel. While the Reagan and Bush II administrations sought to aggressively
weed out unwanted federal rules, Trump appears to be taking a flamethrower to
the entire garden patch.
It is all happening so quickly that it’s difficult to mentally process the implications.
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By itself, the repeal of the Clean Power Plan is momentous: it effectively cedes
U.S. leadership on international efforts to combat climate change (as if to dispel
any doubt on the matter, Trump is considering withdrawing from the Paris climate
accord). Two decades of work by climate activists have crumbled with the stroke
of a pen. Some environmentalists have put on a brave face, pointing out that
efforts by states like California to promote solar and wind power won’t be
affected. But the current national build-out rate of renewable energy generation
capacity is only about a tenth what would be required to produce the amount of
energy needed, in the time required, to avert some combination of catastrophic
climate change and economic disaster (and that’s if wind and solar technologies
are even capable of powering a consumer economy on the scale of the U.S.; as of
now, they probably aren’t). Obama’s efforts probably constituted a step in the
right direction, but they were far from sufficient. Now even that tentative
momentum has been broken, and it will be years before the nation can win back
a similar level of federal effort to rein in greenhouse gas emissions. But climate
change won’t wait; we really don’t have four or eight more years to waste.
The implications for education, health care, labor, and financial regulation are just
as dire on their own terms, even if they don’t threaten global catastrophe.
Maybe it would be helpful to step back a minute and recall why the administrative
state came into being in the first place. In the year 1900 it barely existed: there
were no U.S. Departments of Labor (established in 1913), Health and Human
Services (1953), Housing and Urban Development (1965), Energy (1977), or
Education (1979); nor was there an Environmental Protection Agency (established
in 1970). Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and unemployment insurance hadn’t
appeared yet; neither had the federal income tax. The role of the national
government was far more limited in those days: its main duties were to conduct
foreign policy and wage war, manage federal lands, regulate interstate and
foreign trade, and make and enforce national laws—most of which had to do with
property rights. The national budget represented about 5 percent of GDP (today
the figure is about 21 percent).
In many ways, this was the Golden Age of free-market capitalism. At the time,
however, it was gradually dawning on a lot of people that unrestrained industrial
commerce was creating side effects that might increasingly drag down the further
expansion of the system. As Karl Marx had observed, capitalism was generating
greater economic inequality—a trend that meant the poor would eventually
become so numerous and disgruntled as to revolt (as soon happened in Russia);
it likewise meant that an ever-larger portion of the populace would be unable to
afford factory-made goods, and the resulting decline in the customer base could
ultimately lead to the bankrupting of factory owners. Meanwhile it was also
becoming apparent that environmental pollution could so imperil the health of
workers as to impose serious costs on the owners and managers of industry (as
Chinese leaders have recently discovered)—not to mention workers and their
families. Economists coined a useful term to describe these kinds of impacts on
society: externalities , which are defined as consequences of an industrial or
commercial activity that affect other parties without being reflected in the price of
the goods or services sold. Without some kind of regulation and reform to either
reduce externalities or force industry to pay for them, capitalism would eventually
drown in its own effluent. Since industry was incapable of managing externalities
on its own, it was up to government to do the job.
At the same time, the industrialization of agriculture was sending a growing
stream of people from farms to cities. And employers needed a mobile work force
able to supply labor when and where the market demanded it. The result was
that ever more people became dependent on wages and markets to supply all the
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supports and goods that formerly sprang from farm and family. But wages and
markets were fickle. During the miserable years of the Great Depression, the
government began stepping in to guarantee more of what land-based traditional
communities used to provide, if imperfectly: support in old age and during hard
times. Entitlements in the forms of Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid,
unemployment insurance, food stamps, and veterans’ programs eventually formed
a new social safety net.
Regulations imposed costs of compliance on industry. And providing entitlement
programs was expensive, so paying for them required higher taxes. The result
was a bigger, more complex government. The notion of big government has
always irked some, particularly wealthy industrialists who don’t want to shoulder
the burden of their own externalities. Over the past few decades, industrialists
and financiers funded a network of think tanks and lobbyists to push for fewer
regulations or ones designed to favor particular industries or companies; to the
same end, they also funded the election campaigns of thousands of businessfriendly candidates for state and national office across the country. Meanwhile,
labor unions, public interest groups, and environmental organizations stitched
together a countervailing web of institutions to lobby for regulations.
Given the obvious benefits of environmental and worker protections and
entitlements, one might think there would be near-universal support for them
among the general working public. With regard to entitlements that’s mostly the
case; indeed, the faux-populist presidential candidate Trump repeatedly promised
not to touch Social Security or Medicare. However, the industrialists who funded
anti-regulation think tanks also bankrolled a decades-long public relations effort to
convince Americans that regulation is their enemy—it takes away freedom, costs
them money in taxes, and kills jobs. The hard-core free-marketers also hate
entitlements and have always wanted to privatize Social Security, but this view
has been much tougher to transplant to Main Street America.
With the advent of Trump, decades of patient anti-regulatory persuasion bore
fruit. The candidate appealed to voters who wanted more and better jobs and
who had come to scorn a Washington bureaucracy that was increasingly complex,
distant, and corrupt. Trump convinced his constituents that slashing regulations
and reining in the bureaucracy would give more power to ordinary folks, but of
course most of the benefits will accrue to big businesses, which have much more
interest in automation than in job creation. A prime example is Trump’s deregulation of the coal industry, advertised as a way to bring back thousands of
jobs. In reality, the U.S. coal industry was on the skids long before Obama’s Clean
Power Plan came along, and more coal jobs have been lost to automation than to
government interference. But few of the working people who voted for Trump are
interested in those facts, nor will they keep score on how many new jobs actually
appear as a result of the president’s actions. By now the nation’s political
polarization has proceeded so far that seeing hated liberals get their
comeuppance is satisfaction enough for Trump voters, even if the bargain entails
breathing dirtier air, drinking polluted water, and getting taken in by financial
scams.
Meanwhile the wholesale destruction of federal rules and regulations is a truly
catastrophic development both for the uncounted throngs of people in social
movements, NGOs, and unions who have worked for decades to craft or advocate
for polices to temper the capitalist industrial system, and for the people and
ecosystems they sought to protect. The one thing the social movement and
environmental activists and Trump can probably agree on is that it is far easier
and quicker to destroy systems than it is to build or rebuild them.
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*          *          *
So far, this tale of the administrative state’s gradual construction and rapid demise
should be fairly transparent to students of U.S. political, social, and economic
history. But there is a deeper layer to the story that few understand. The
spectacular growth of the American economy during the twentieth century was
almost entirely due to the one-time-only harvesting of extraordinarily bountiful
energy resources in the forms of oil, coal, and natural gas. Cheap, abundant,
concentrated fuels made many things possible: the industrialization of agriculture,
and hence the growth of the middle class; the revolutions in transport resulting
from automobiles and aviation; the powering of assembly lines and the
automation of resource extraction and industrial production; and the electrification
of the country, bringing extraordinarily diverse energy services literally within
reach of everyone.
These fuels were extracted from Earth’s crust using the low-hanging fruit
principle, meaning that the highest-quality and cheapest-to-access resources were
targeted first. After more than a century of ever-rising extraction rates, the best of
the world’s petroleum—the most important of the fossil fuels—has been burned
once and for all time. The costs of oil production are rising fast (over 10 percent
per year over the past decade) while the ability of customers to pay for gasoline is
not. Therefore the price of oil these days is always either too low to yield profits
for producers, or too high to enable further expansion of the overall economy.
The oil industry has tried to paper over this gaping conundrum with a massive
increase in debt.
Debt has proliferated throughout the rest of society too. With rapid GDP growth
during the last century, institutions arose that depended on further growth. Debt
was a way of monetizing optimistic expectations: consume now, pay later. Today,
government debt, corporate debt, and household debt have reached staggering
levels never before seen. Meanwhile, averaged real economic growth has been
slowing for the past two or three decades, and I’m among a growing number of
observers who argue that the twentieth-century era of growth is rapidly coming to
an end.

It’s helpful to view these trends in comparative perspective, looking at the
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histories and trajectories of other societies that have grown to heights of wealth
and sophistication. Perhaps the most useful work on the subject is Joseph
Tainter’s classic The Collapse of Complex Societies (1988) , which explores the
relationship between energy and societal complexity. According to Tainter,
societies solve problems with complexity, but complexity costs energy. Eventually
returns on investments in complexity begin to erode and may even turn negative
(more complexity actually makes problems worse). At that point societies begin to
collapse, shedding complexity until they reach a level of functioning that can be
sustained with still-available energy and resources.
The gutting of the administrative state can perhaps be seen as a reduction of
systemic complexity. Should we regard the Trump slash-and-burn attack on
government as a sign of collapse, or a strategy to postpone it?
Let’s think through the implications of the latter view. Suppose for a moment that
Trump and his advisers are either directly familiar with Tainter’s work, or merely
have an intuitive grasp of the principles that Tainter identified. Just about
everyone agrees that the federal government is too bureaucratic and wasteful. (A
small but telling example is the government’s procurement website, SAM.gov,
which cost almost $200M to build and is hugely buggy.) Maybe Trump and
Bannon believe that the United States is in crisis and the only way to preserve the
system is to shed a few of its layers of complexity. Their hypothetical conclusion
actually makes sense up to a point—but then one has to address the question of
which layers of complexity are best discarded. As we have seen, the
administrative state was built in order to solve real and imminent problems. Take
it away and those social and environmental problems will bite with a vengeance.
After all, they have been held at bay only marginally. We did a reasonable job of
reducing smog in Los Angeles and keeping the Cuyahoga River in Cleveland from
continuing to catch fire, but climate change, ocean acidification, and soil
degradation are much bigger threats that we’ve barely touched. Plus, economic
inequality is now back to 1900-era levels, even with a raft of entitlements in
place. Simplifying the system according to the Trump formula might not be so
smart, and the effort will certainly not go uncontested.
That’s because there are plenty of people who believe we need more of an
administrative state. Social movements, environmental NGOs, and what’s left of
the labor unions are pushing for universal health care, stronger climate regulations
(such as a carbon tax), and perhaps even a universal guaranteed income. These,
after all, were the sorts of programs that at least partially solved a range of
problems during the growth phase of the American industrial system, and that in
stronger forms work well in other countries (of which Norway is now the
happiest). As social and environmental problems proliferate, what else are we to
do? Further, a good argument can be made that at least some regulatory and
entitlement programs do not really add much complexity: indeed, a single-payer
health care system might actually be significantly simpler than America’s current
byzantine web of insurers, providers, policies, and deductibles.
Are there other, better opportunities for reducing societal complexity? Maybe it
would make more sense to seek simplification in the areas of the system that
most threaten its overall stability. Two obvious candidates are the financial sector
and the energy system. For the past four decades, America’s financial system has
grown faster than any other segment of its economy—by piling on debt. And as
we’ve seen, debt levels are now unsustainable. Previous societies have been able
to extricate themselves from similar dilemmas in only one way—by forgiving debt,
cancelling it, and repudiating it on a large scale. This will eventually happen, quite
literally by default, one way or another; why not get ahead of the curve by
managing a financial collapse? If it were managed really, really well, perhaps it
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might not even feel like a collapse.
Similarly, with regard to the nation’s energy system, business-as-usual is a
pathway to guaranteed crisis, and the only sensible (though admittedly difficult)
way forward is to begin dramatically reducing energy production and
consumption. Doing so is the main realistic pathway (along with reforestation and
agricultural reform to store carbon in trees and soils) to dealing with the climate
crisis, which is truly an existential threat. I say this having spent a year
researching and co-authoring a book ( Our Renewable Future, with David Fridley,
2016) on the prospects for fully transitioning society to run on renewable
electricity; the short of it is that, even if well-funded, such a transition would still
probably require us to use a lot less energy. Yes, using substantially less energy
would reverse economic growth. But growth is ending anyway: we need to
restructure the economy so it can provide what we really need (food, basic
services) without the expectation of continual expansion. Maybe one way to do
this would be to heavily tax carbon-based energy and use the money to provide
more of a basic social safety net so that the human impacts of economic
shrinkage could be minimized. I have made more suggestions along these lines in
another book ( The End of Growth , 2011). It would also help to incentivize smaller
families; that way per-capita energy would not have to fall as quickly as total
national energy usage.
Of course, none of these things is happening now, and won’t until the Trump
administration is history and crisis (perhaps in the form of another financial crash)
returns, forcing us all to question the status quo and requiring us to make heroic
sacrifices and engage in a concerted effort to redesign and repair our societal
systems.
All of this reasoning leads me to conclude that the Trump attack on the
administrative state is more a sign of collapse than a serious (or well thought out)
effort to push back against it.
If our national political-economic system is crumbling, and if the folks currently in
charge of it have no reasonable plan for preventing it from disintegrating further,
then many problem solvers are perhaps better off shifting their attention to local
(and therefore often insufficient) efforts to deal with problems like climate change,
economic inequality, and financial fragility—even though city, county, and state
policies along those lines might be subject to pre-emption at the federal level (a
good indicator in this regard will be the Trump administration’s response to
California’s determination to maintain high vehicle fuel efficiency standards).
There’s a silver lining here: localism is one of the most-discussed solutions to the
over-complexity of our system, and most people are supportive of the notion of
stronger, more self-reliant, and more resilient communities. The downside is that
not all localities will be equally proactive or successful in their efforts to build
community resilience.
Whether Donald Trump is somehow turfed out of office soon, or remains in place
for the next few years to make an even deeper mark on history, we’re
nevertheless seeing a fundamental turning point in the evolution of the American
system of governance. Though this is likely a transitional moment and not a
persistent “new normal,” the Trumpist jihad to eliminate the administrative state
still marks the end of the period in which all of us grew to maturity. We’re in a
new era, like it or not.
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Helping Forests Migrate
A few weeks ago I had coffee with Connie Barlow, an author of popular science
books (including The Ghosts of Evolution, 2002), as she and her partner Michael
Dowd stopped in Santa Rosa en route southward. Among other things, we talked
about the human-assisted migration of trees in response to climate change. I
didn’t know much about the topic before, but have done a little reading recently
at Connie’s behest, and the subject seems worth exploring in an essay.
Here, in short, is the argument for helping forests migrate:
1. Trees and forests are important. Trees are vital to most terrestrial
ecosystems, they hold soil and water, they produce oxygen, and they are
key to the future survival of humans.
2. Climate change is leading to shifts in rainfall and climate zones, resulting in
threats to many important tree species in their current growing ranges.
3. Unlike many other organisms, trees can’t move very quickly. If we figure a
30-year average generation time from seeding to reproduction, and an
annual seed dispersal and fertilization range of a few miles at most (much
less than a mile in most cases), then forests can migrate only a few miles
per decade at best. But many climate zones are moving faster than that,
putting forests and in some cases entire tree species at risk. (Topography is
important: forests growing on mountainsides can often migrate to a new
climate zone just by shifting a relatively short distance uphill; for flatland
forests, that’s not an option. Geography is important too: some forests exist
as islands in a sea of roads, buildings, and other impassable human
infrastructure, making unassisted migration nearly impossible.)
4. Assisted migration is feasible. What’s required are a rough idea of what the
climate is likely to be in 30-60 years, and the human and economic
resources needed to plant a large number of trees of a selected species in a
region where future conditions will be to its liking.
The idea of assisted migration has been around for a while now. Carl Zimmer
wrote a key article on the subject (addressing not just trees but other species as
well) in the New York Times in 2007; as he noted, the subject is not without
controversy. Old-line conservationists have argued against assisted migration,
using arguments that I mostly agree with. Such efforts could take time, resources,
and attention away from climate change mitigation and the conservation of
remaining wilderness areas. Further, climatologists and conservationists can only
make rough predictions about future habitats and future relationships among
species within those changed habitats. The unknowns are staggering. Humanity
has already sown havoc in ecosystems worldwide by deliberately or inadvertently
introducing non-native species. Might well-intended efforts to save endangered
forests through assisted migration end up creating as many problems as the
similarly well-intended introduction of cane toads into Australia?
Further, for me the idea has some unpleasant associations. Emma Marris
discussed assisted migration approvingly in her 2011 book Rambunctious Garden ;
she is sometimes characterized as an eco-modernist (other eco-modernists—also
sometimes called eco-pragmatists or “bright greens”—include British author Mark
Lynas along with Ted Nordhaus and Michael Schellenberger of the Breakthrough
Institute). Marris and the eco-modernists have been opposed by critics such as
conservation biologist E. O. Wilson, who are skeptical of claims that the continued
growth of human numbers and consumption rates is compatible with the survival
of natural systems. I was present at a debate between Marris and Wilson at the
Aspen Environment Forum in 2012 (I publicly debated Lynas at the same
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gathering); in my view, Wilson made by far the stronger case, arguing that the
world’s last wild places really do require and deserve extraordinary defense (to
Marris, everyplace is nature, including the shopping mall, so what’s the big deal?).
“Where do you plant that white flag you’re carrying?”, he famously asked Marris.
In their 2015 manifesto, 18 self-professed eco-modernists wrote, “. . . we affirm
one long-standing environmental ideal, that humanity must shrink its impacts on
the environment to make more room for nature, while we reject another, that
human societies must harmonize with nature to avoid economic and ecological
collapse.” I firmly believe that second long-standing ideal, rejected by the ecomodernists, is cast aside at our enormous collective peril.
Nevertheless, without acceding to the overarching eco-modernist views of Lynas,
Nordhaus, Schellenberger, and Marris, who care little about preserving whatever
bits of pristine wilderness are left, I have to agree that the case for helping forests
migrate is persuasive. And it appears that many if not most conservationists are
coming to the same conclusion. Indeed, the pushback from traditional
conservationists is subsiding as the grim reality of climate change asserts itself.
The debate about assisted migration of species seems to have peaked in the
years 2006-2014 (an article in Orion in 2008 summarized the arguments well).
Today, assisted migration is widely discussed in forest conservation plans as a key
component of “climate adaptation.” Public and private forestry professionals
routinely forecast how the ranges of native tree species will shift, and plan
accordingly. Assisted migration efforts are well underway in the forests of Alaska
and western Canada. (Here is Connie Barlow’s information page on the subject,
where you can find just about any imaginable resource.)
Reading the arguments as they evolved among conservationists over the past
decade or two is sobering, frightening, and occasionally heart-rending. One
realizes just how much is at stake, how much has already been lost, how much is
at risk over the short term, and how much more over the long term. The essential
motive of wild lands conservation was and is to keep relatively undisturbed areas
away from human interference so that native species can persist in their myriad
diversity, and so that evolution can continue to do its slow, transformative work.
The fact that many conservationists are now contemplating or actively involved in
assisted migration programs should tell us just how dire the climate crisis is.
The impact of climate change on forests is already staggering. Forest fires, pests,
disease, and drought connected in some way with greater weather extremes and
shifting rainfall and temperature patterns are decimating forests in North America,
South America, Siberia, and Australia. And those impacts are projected to
intensify dramatically in the next decades. Here is the EPA page on climate
change impacts on forests (read it while it’s still there!).
Tens of thousands of people work in conservation in the U.S. alone—from
employees of the Department of Interior to regional and local conservation
officials and employees, to conservation biologists employed by industry. Their
various philosophical and practical approaches have been subsumed under rubrics
such as reservation ecology, restoration ecology, resilience ecology, and
reconciliation ecology. Just about everyone agrees that the challenges are growing
rapidly, and that one of the worst of these is the ethical dilemma of whether,
when, and how to interfere with nature in order to mitigate the effects of past
human interference.
E.O. Wilson has proposed the sensible strategy of setting aside half of Earth for
the maintenance of biodiversity. Given large areas in which to maintain sufficient
population sizes, and corridors for migration, it is likely that many species would
be able to respond to a changing climate through adaptation, competition, and
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migration. But even Wilson’s “Half Earth” solution, bold as it is, might fail to save
most of the planet’s forests. And without forests, innumerable other species would
perish as well. The only way to save the forests now is to intervene, despite all
the myriad risks that human intervention entails.
It seems almost silly to be discussing Wilson’s brave proposal in the context of
new Trumpian political realities. The EPA will soon be a shadow of its former self,
discussion of climate change will have been expunged from government web
pages, and federal conservation work will be at least partly defunded, with whole
programs disappearing. That means if assisted migration is to occur in the United
States, it will depend largely on the action of private forestry companies and
scientist-led citizen groups—backyard gardeners, state-supported botanical
gardens, urban tree planters, and guerilla tree planting operations.
In a short 2004 video, Connie Barlow explains the rationale for helping an
endangered conifer tree, Florida Torreya (Torreya taxifolia) recover from otherwise
certain extinction. Connie coordinated the formation of Torreya Guardians, an
organization that has legally planted nursery-grown seedlings of Torreya taxifolia
in two forested plots of private land in the mountains of North Carolina. This is, of
course, only a token example of the efforts that would be required in order to
make a significant difference in the survival of North American tree species.
In addition to movements of resistance (against oil pipelines, among other things),
there is also increasing need for citizen movements of preservation and
conservation. A century from now, looking backward, which will have had greatest
positive impact? Your guess is as good as mine.
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